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CLOSED BOOK EXAMINATION

This Exam consists of two Parts. Part I consists of an essay question, and Part II consists of multiple-choice questions. (The parts SHOULD NOT be given to students at the same time.)

MATERIALS ALLOWED IN THE EXAM ROOM
Internet research is NEVER allowed during an in-class exam per Hastings exam regulations. Students are not allowed to use a calculator for this exam.

This is a closed book exam. NO outside materials are allowed in the exam room.

GENERAL EXAM INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS

If you are using bluebooks, please write on one side only of each page. Please write legibly. If your response cannot be deciphered, it cannot be given full credit.

If you are using SofTest on a computer, your exam will be formatted automatically to double-space.

If the exam calls for a scantron, use score sheet side & #2 pencil. For ID# use your 4-digit EXAM#, flush left, no 0s.

Test form: A. Exam#: 1. For Name: print your professor’s name. Subject: course name. Leave date blank. Erase incorrect answers completely.

ALL exam materials including scratch paper must be turned in to the proctor at the end of the exam.

After the exam has been graded, Part I exam question and answer will be returned to the Student. Part II exam questions and answers will be retained by College.
INSTRUCTIONS

Part I of this exam contains an essay question. You will have one hour (60 minutes) to complete Part I. After that period has elapsed, Part I will be collected. Part II of this exam is an objective test consisting of multiple-choice and true-false questions. You will have another two hours (120 minutes) to complete Part II.

Unless a particular question indicates otherwise, assume on both parts of the exam (1) that all issues arise in a jurisdiction that has adopted the Federal Rules of Evidence, and (2) that federal rules of privilege apply.